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QUESTION 1

Bailey has enabled shared login for specific Notes users in her environment. Which of the following is the result of
enabling this feature? 

A. Users must begin managing their Internet passwords manually 

B. Users must enter their Notes passwords instead of Windows to log in 

C. Roaming users can utilize only their Windows password for authentication 

D. Administrators are required to manage Notes passwords and assist users who have forgotten their passwords 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Upon viewing the Administration Process activity through the statistics generated during administration request
processing, you have found a large number of Waiting statistics in one of the message queues. Which of the following
would this signify? 

A. Administration Process threads are waiting for requests to process 

B. The administrator has pending Administration Process requests for approval 

C. The server is processing requests without utilizing all the process handlers 

D. The request processing threads are busy running requests that take longer times 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The following variable was found in a user\\'s notes.ini file: ENABLE_EARLY_AUTHENTICATION=0 Which of the
following will not function properly? 

A. Roaming user 

B. Authentication after the Notes workbench appears 

C. The ability to log into the integratedSometimeclient 

D. The ability to recover user ID files from the server ID vault 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are in the process of upgrading your Domino environment to version 8.5 and have implemented the ID vault on one
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of the servers as well as some of the deployed clients. The clients are attempting to upload their ID files to the vault on
home servers that are not version 8.5 yet. Which of the following will the client experience next? 

A. The Notes client presents an error that an ID vault is not available on the home server 

B. The Notes client asks its home server for a list of servers that have a replica of the vault 

C. The Notes client does NOT present an error but will not be able to upload the ID file to a vault 

D. The Notes client will generate a notification to the ID vault managers notifying themof thefailed attempt 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The Domino Configuration Tuner database in your environment contains outdated rule sets. In which of the following
ways are new rules applied? 

A. The rules must be manually copied into your existing database 

B. The new template design is retrieved from Lotus and applied to the database with the new rules 

C. The new rules must be manually created for your environment from the descriptors provided by Lotus 

D. The Domino Configuration Tuner database must be replaced with a new version to apply the new rule sets 

Correct Answer: B 
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